Since neither tunes of joy nor notes of sad
Since neither tunes of joy, nor notes of
Since neither tunes of joy, nor notes of
Since neither tunes of joy, nor notes of
Since neither tunes of joy, nor notes of
Since neither tunes of joy Bennet

Sad ness cruel un-kind can move thee
I will go run a-way, I will go run a-way
Sad ness cruel un-kind can move thee
I will go run a-way, I will go run a-way
Sad ness cruel un-kind can move thee
I will go run a-way, I will go run a-way
Sad ness cruel un-kind can move thee
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Oh, come again, a-gain,

Thy fruit less, thy fruit less, thy fruit less,

Oh, come again, a-gain, oh, come again, a-gain,

Thy fruit less, thy fruit less, thy fruit less,

Oh, come again, a-gain, oh, come again, a-gain,

Thy fruit less, thy fruit less, thy fruit less,
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